
From Holsteins to Whitetails.

Pick up your bucket of Lucky Buck Mineral today!
• Won’t spoil in rain or snow.
• Strengthens deer bones prior to antler growth. 
• Works as a fall attractant so deer will return, year after year.

For years, livestock farmers have been doing an excellent job supplementing minerals to their cattle to make them more 
productive. Hunters, on the other hand, want their deer herd to be more productive but the deer’s only source of  food is 
what they find in the wild. This source is low in the same trace minerals that our cattle feed is low in. Ask any dairy or  
livestock farmer what his cattle performance would do without even a few of  these key trace minerals they supplement. 
Most would agree their livestock would not be able to maintain production and the herd’s health would suffer. I realized 
these same minerals would be beneficial to the deer population. Mar-Vo Minerals Co. Inc. has been making livestock  
minerals for almost 100 years now. In 1995, I purchased the company and a year later began making Lucky Buck Mineral!

Lucky Buck Mineral is developed so that deer will love the taste yet they will only eat what they need. Many competitor 
mineral mixes contain grain by-products or molasses causing hungry deer 
to overeat. When this happens, the supplement is gone before the more 
elusive bucks you want to improve get any.

Lucky Buck is a consistently proven product that is working. None of  
the pictures have been altered. Vic Bulliners buck (shown on front) had 
over 13 pounds of  antlers which he grew in only a few months!

If  the whitetails on or around your property don’t have much bigger  
racks (and you’re the judge) after feeding Lucky Buck for 2 years,  
year-round, WE WILL GIVE YOU YOUR MONEY BACK... GUARANTEED!

Happy Hunting

David Wheeler
President, Mar-Vo Mineral Co., Inc.

“I have been feeding Lucky Buck 
for 4 years now. He was a 31/2 
year old deer. His inside spread 
measured 215/8 inches.”
Aaron D, Ohio

“My friends and I hunted 
the same property since 
1976. The biggest buck  
we killed on the property  
before 2001 was in the 
110" class. The only 
change was to start 
feeding Lucky Buck in 
the spring of 1999 on 
adjoining properties. 
Lucky Buck has been 
fed ever since.”
Vic Bulliner

A Photo Gallery of Big Bucks.
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Michigan

All the pictures in this brochure have been submitted to us by our cutomers. Send your pictures to us! 
Post them on our Facebook page or email them to info@lucky-buck.com. 

“Every year I use Lucky 
Buck in the beginning 
of February so that my 
deer get optimal mineral 
consumption. It works 
for your does in helping 
there prenatal care and as 
far as the bucks go--well 
take a look at my picture. 
I have been using lucky 
buck for 5 years now.”
Shawn K., Pennsylvania

Meet the 
Amish Lucky Buck
On opening day, Jonathon 
took a massive 36 point 
buck with a crossbow. 
Because he was eating 
Lucky Buck, Jonathon 
appropriately named him 
the ‘Amish Lucky Buck’. 
This huge buck’s green 
score was 304 gross — 
with deductions it scored 
a 2947/8. The inside spread 
was 24"as confirmed by 
the Ohio Department 
of Wildlife in 2006.

Manufactured by
MAR-VO MINERAL CO., INC. 
115 E Bacon Street, Hillsdale MI, 49242 • 888-816-2786  
www.lucky-buck.com • www.facebook.com/MarvoMineral

“It ain’t luck... 
    it’s Lucky Buck!”©

B & C 180 3/4 net. World record 8 point with the longest main 
beams in the book for any whitetail. Fed Lucky Buck for 3 years.

Jordan H.,
Iowa

Bigger Bucks for Just Pennies a Day!



1. AGE: Age is always a factor and usually the most important! It is difficult 
to improve the age structure but worth the effort. LET THEM GROW!

2. GENETICS: Every area has good genetics and poor genetics. Much 
blame or credit for antler size falls on genetics. Actually, environmental 
factors like natural soil fertility, high protein crops, natural minerals or age 
structure are the reason some areas produce larger bucks. You have very 
little impact on genetics by management! Whatever state or country you 
are in can produce big bucks!

3. NUTRITION: Energy is usually not a major limitation to antler size 
unless food supplies are short enough to cause overly thin deer or do not 
allow bucks to recover body weight loss during rut. Protein is very  
important for antler size but is expensive to supplement because it  
requires intensive feeding or planting. Many areas that have commercially 
grown beans and intensively cut hay have all the protein they need.  
Minerals are easy to administer, just dump it out and compare it to an 
intensive feeding or planting program. Feeding minerals is very economical 
and results are dramatic... in just one season.

Other deer supplements contain large quantities of  bitter tasting  
minerals — phosphorous, magnesium and potassium. These minerals 
are known to be in the makeup of  an antler, but in most areas are not  
limiting antler growth because of  their prevalence in the forages the 
deer consume. And, if  they are included in a supplement their bitter 
tastes must be masked with other things that spoil and cause 
overeating. 

Lucky Buck Mineral is specially formulated for wild whitetail and  
contains none of  these bitter tasting minerals.

Lucky Buck HAS THE MINERALS DEER DON’T FIND BITTER.

More importantly, it is formulated to limit the amount of  minerals the deer 
will eat. This does two things: it allows us to safely put in extremely high 
levels of  key trace minerals that are crucial for antler growth, and saves you 
money because the deer eat very limited amounts. Usually the deer will only 
eat about 1.5¢ of  Lucky Buck Mineral each day for the whole year. With 20 
deer on your property, feeding Lucky Buck Mineral will cost less than half  
the price of a soft drink or cup of coffee per day!

“My father and I have been buying your product 
for many years and it’s been phenomenal on what 
growth we’ve seen year after year, from watching a 
two year old grow to a brute at 41/2 years old. Lucky 
Buck WORKS!! Everyone wants big bucks, that’s 
what keeps the anticipation going every season. 
With Lucky Buck it’s a gaurantee for producing big  
mature bucks. You just have to manage the prop-
erty and watch them grow. The earlier the better, I 
always say, for setting up trail cams and throwing 
out a bucket or two of  Lucky Buck. It doesn’t take 
long for the deer to find the strong aroma of apples 
the mineral puts off. It’s almost like you opened an 
apple-flavored pixi stick, it smells so good... a 
polite punch in the face when you crack open the 
lid (haha)! I was impressed to see how fast the nose 
of the whitetail found the mineral once you set up 
a camera. I’ve learned they will come when their 
bodies need it... maybe a doe nursing two fawns late 
summer and she needs the nutrition to keep herself 
healthy, or the bucks that need it when they 
are carrying those massive racks mid summer!”

Matt M., Ohio

Why use Lucky Buck Minerals? BECAUSE IT WORKS!     

Why use minerals? 
Three factors impact antler size:

AGE 
GENETICS 

NUTRITION

™

Coincide Lucky Buck Mineral usage with the  
antler growth cycle for best results.

“Just moved here in 
February and did not 
think I would even have 
the chance to put a tag 
on a deer this year. But 
from early June until the 
last evening of muzzle 
loader, Lucky Buck kept 
my biggest buck I’ve killed 
where I needed him to be! 
Thanks for an awesome 
product!”
Lance E., Kentucky

“Five years ago since we started 
using Lucky Buck, I have seen 
a significant improvement of 
quality bucks from our area. 
Highly recommend Lucky Buck 
mineral for future success of 
great quality bucks.”
Eric G., Michigan

For more information, contact us at MAR-VO MINERAL CO. • 115 E Bacon Street, Hillsdale MI, 49242 • 888-816-2786 • www.lucky-buck.com

“I used your product for the first 
time this year and was a little 
skeptical as anyone should be trying 
something new. I hunt in Tennessee. 
I got several good deer on camera 
throughout the summer and this 
deer season I got the second biggest 
buck I had seen on camera hitting 
my Lucky Buck sight. I’m gonna 
keep using Lucky Buck and see how 
it helps the deer herd I’m hunting.”
Alexander A., Tennessee

“We’ve been using 
Lucky Buck on our farm for 

3 years and can tell the 
difference in the antlers 

and body size of our deer. 
They have a lot more mass 

than neighboring farms’ 
deer. We took our deer to 
our local taxidermist and 

it was interesting to see 
the difference in the antler 

mass of our deer compared 
to the other deer in 

our area.”
Cheyenne D., Missouri

“20 point road kill buck. 
Fed Lucky Buck one year 
in a 7 acre patch of woods. 
Scored 183 as a 3 year old.”
Benjamin D, Ohio

1/3 bucket per site. 
Then go find some sheds.

GET THOSE TRAIL CAMERAS OUT!  
When the grass begins to grow, dump a full 

bucket on each site, then mow your lawn. Deer 
will consume an average of one bucket per site 

per month between green-up and the end 
of July. When antlers are done growing,  

consumption will naturally drop off. 

Freshen up your trail camera site 
as they use it — 1/3 bucket 
every couple months. After 

hunting season, recharge each 
site with 1/3 bucket to help the 

deer through the rest of rut 
and into winter.

5
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2/3
BUCKET

1/3
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GROWING SEASON LATE WINTER AUTUMN

* Estimates based on 25 
  deer per site.

Use Only 6 Buckets Per Site* 
for the Entire Year.

Follow this  
simple time-line 

and plan on bigger  
racks this fall.


